he theme for the 2015 Andrews University Faculty and Staff
Awards celebration was “An Evening of Fun and Recognition.”
On Sunday, March 1, hundreds of faculty and staff gathered in
the Howard Performing Arts Center for this annual event recognizing
their coworkers and colleagues.
The evening’s entertainment was a mockup of the popular TV game
show “Family Feud” called “Family Fusion,” featuring seven teams of
four individuals from the honored years-of-service groups plus a team
of retirees called “Once Upon a Time.” Participants were required to
guess the top three answers from a survey of 16 questions that was sent
to all faculty and staff three weeks in advance. David Nowack, professor of biochemistry, did a masterful job as host for the evening.
A surprise tribute was given to Niels-Erik Andreasen, celebrating 20
years as president of Andrews University, and his wife Demetra, who
has served graciously at his side.
“Dr. and Mrs. Andreasen, we’re so glad you said yes to Andrews
20 years ago,” stated Stephen Payne, vice president for Integrated
Marketing & Communication, who presented the award. “We believe
the future of Adventist education and Andrews University is stronger
because of your God-honoring leadership.”
Additionally, recognition from the Faculty Senate was given to Teresa
Reeves, associate professor of New Testament contexts and associate
dean, Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary and Marcella
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Myers, associate professor of political science and chair, Department of
History & Political Science. Both of these women were instrumental in
reshaping the structure and role of the current Faculty Senate.
Each year at this event faculty and staff are given recognition
through Years-of-Service Awards, Excellence in Service Awards, Faith
Development Leadership Award, Daniel A. Augsburger Excellence
in Teaching Awards, and Siegfried H. Horn Excellence in Research &
Creative Scholarship Awards.
Congratulations to all the deserving recipients.

steady presence in the Department of Social Work, serving as chair
since 2006, and currently holds the rank of research professor of social
work. He represents the best of the integration of a clinical program,
a strong curriculum, an extensive curriculum vita, and a consistent
track record of external funding. Curt is an exemplary research mentor
to junior faculty and students. His students have won regional and
national awards for their research. He is also active in our community,
serving on the local Mental Health Board, and helping to evaluate and
improve the programs of United Way.

L–R: Lori Colwell, Arlen Springer, Curt VanderWaal.
Not pictured: Mickey Kutzner, William Wolfer
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YEARS OF SERVICE

In December 1989, Lori Colwell started working
at Andrews University for Human Resources in the
area of student administration. She was promoted to employment
manager in 2003 and served in that capacity for four years. In 2007
she began working at Campus Safety, where she currently serves as a
dispatcher. Lori received the prestigious Excellence in Service Award
in 2008. Friends and colleagues describe her as supportive, caring
and welcoming to everyone. Dale Hodges, director of Campus Safety,
says, “I have had the pleasure of working with Lori for the past seven
years. Lori has worked as an office manager, training supervisor and
is always involved with customer service. She has shown exceptional
qualities when working with customers in our office.”
Mickey Kutzner exudes infectious enthusiasm and skill as an astronomer and atomic theorist; making physics accessible, enjoyable and
beautiful. Along the way he also coaches winning soccer teams. He
introduces students to research, publication and the advanced lab.
Mickey is masterful at physics demonstrations that delight and inform:
yodeling into a gas-filled, pin-holed gutter pipe to make flames dance,
wielding a sledgehammer to smash a concrete block on a colleague lying
on a bed of nails (even lying on that bed of nails himself) or dipping
roses in liquid nitrogen. He is serious about science and faith, serving
tasty Center for College Faith luncheons himself, and manning the grill
and playing his guitar for students at bonfire vespers at his home.
Arlen Springer, power plant operator, graduated from Andrews
University in 1985 with a Bachelor of Technology. He continued on
with his education taking courses in mechanics, maintenance and
boiler operations. He currently holds a Class 3 Boiler license. His
attention to detail and work ethic extends the longevity of the chillers,
boilers, pumps and other equipment that provides infrastructure to the
entire campus for heating and cooling. His coworkers enjoy working
with him and mention his dependability, thoughtfulness and attention
to detail, as well as his spiritual influence in the department and to
anyone he comes in contact with.
Curt VanderWaal received his MSW from the University of Michigan,
the number one ranked social work school in the nation, and his PhD
from Case Western Reserve University. He has been an incredible,

William D. Wolfer has served as assistant professor in the School
of Business Administration and led software engineer/project management for Information Technology Services. He has also taught
and served as advisor for both undergraduate and graduate students
in software engineering systems. He was chair of the Department of
Engineering & Computer Science for seven years, and currently serves
as assistant professor of computer science. A colleague says, “Bill is
the kind of person that is willing to go the extra 700 miles to show a
potential student that there are no limits to what you can do with an
Andrews computing or engineering degree.” He did a fantastic job to
establish the department to where it is. It would not have been possible
without his enthusiasm, dedication and bright outlook on the future.

Front L–R: Jacques Doukhan, Keith Mattingly, Peter Swanson, Jim Massena
Back L–R: Jan Wrenn, Rhonda Root, Lorena Bidwell, Lois Grimm
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In 2003 Lorena Bidwell accepted her present
position as chief information officer. Lorena is a
team-builder and compassionate leader. Her colleagues know her as a
leader who places value on each employee; they know their opinions
and knowledge are important to her. Her personal connections with
Andrews University’s computer systems started as a student, when
she worked on the Sigma Mainframe computers. Since then she has
been intimately involved with the University computing systems and
supporting structures through many rapid periods of change. She is
quoted as modeling the following principles: No problem is too big
when we all lend a hand; always look for the good in everyone and
find a way to bring out their best; and it is okay to disagree with someone, but always be willing to listen to what the other person is saying.
Jacques Doukhan is a professor of Hebrew and Old Testament
exegesis and director of the Institute of Jewish-Christian Studies.
With his vast knowledge, wide-ranging interests and love of scholarly
WINTER 2015
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dialogue, combined with personal warmth and hospitality, Jacques
is known to many as a wonderful colleague and friend. His fresh and
non-traditional views on certain portions of Scripture, sometimes due
to his Jewish background, are refreshing to students and an example
to his peers. A prolific scholar and writer, Jacques’ incisive writings
and thought-provoking lectures on a multitude of biblical topics have
influenced millions. He has written a Sabbath School quarterly on
the book of Proverbs, and is currently leading the creation of the new
Seventh-day Adventist International Bible Commentary series.
Lois Grimm was hired as the office manager for the Office of
Transportation in 1985. Thirty years later, Lois still has a smile and
sense of humor even with the challenges of complex travel arrangements and the constant change thereof. Having worked with three
Transportation managers, her wealth of experience helps her prompt
departments for all the details needed for successful road trips. She
patiently helps people who call the emergency number, at all hours of
the night, even when the calls have little or nothing to do with transportation or arrangements that should be attended to during office hours.
“I jokingly call Lois our Mother Hen,” quips Motor Pool Foreman Dennis
Grzybowski. “Lois has helped make working at Transportation a way of
life, not just a job. Lois’ cheerful and serving attitude has represented
Andrews University well to people in all walks of life.”
In his current role as director of Institutional Research, Jim Massena
has faithfully generated reports for University deans, chairs and other
administrators for nearly 25 years. He prepares the many reports
required for the U.S. Department of Education, IPEDS, a number of
accrediting organizations, U.S. News and World Report and many
others. He also programmed the Dimension telephone switch,
installed phone lines, and supervised the computer store and microcomputer support areas. Jim’s concern for quality and his knowledge
of institutional data are hallmarks of his work. He is constantly looking for ways to improve or add to his reports. Associate provost Lynn
Merklin comments, “I have especially appreciated his willingness to
dialogue on processes and procedures that will help Andrews to be
more effective and efficient.”
Keith Mattingly has deep roots at Andrews University. He graduated
from Grade 8 at RMES, and received his BA, MDiv and PhD from
Andrews University. For the last 30 years he has been a faculty member,
department chair and presently, dean of the College of Arts & Sciences.
With this history, Keith exhibits not just a depth of understanding of
this community, but also a very strong commitment to the University’s
future. In his current role, Keith’s colleagues speak of him as a quality
administrator with a pastor’s heart. As an administrator, he encourages
input and deliberation but then acts decisively on the decision. As
a pastor, Keith genuinely cares about the students, faculty, staff and
chairs he serves. He will go the extra mile to personally support students and colleagues and look for creative solutions when a seemingly
impossible challenge rears its head. He is loyal, principled and honest.
Rhonda Root is professor of art and architectural history in the School
of Architecture, Art & Design. She holds degrees in art from Andrews
University and a Master of Fine Arts from the University of Notre Dame.
She is a professional artist, exhibiting her work in galleries in New York,
Chicago, around Michigan, and in various other states. Her work also
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illustrates many journals and books. Rhonda has been the staff artist
for the Madaba Plains Project, and has created hundreds of drawings
and paintings that illustrate the various objects that are found during
the digs. She is currently working with other architecture professors
to document an important archaeological site in Ireland. Rhonda has
a passion for sharing her knowledge of history and place with her students, both in the classroom and on the European Study Abroad tours.
H. Peter Swanson is the resident sage of the Department of Christian
Ministry. His is the quiet voice that calms fears in moments of stress
and provides sensible direction in moments of uncertainty. The
common response of those asked revealed “wisdom” as the gift by
which he blesses and has blessed the department. Peter has embraced
this gift on a foundation of disciplined living, thoughtfulness toward
others, and thoroughness in service. Jeanie Craig, who served many
years as office manager, recalls Peter as “the most dedicated and
hard-working individual (she) ever met.” Denis Fortin, former dean,
recalls the reliability and integrity demonstrated by Peter in providing
counsel and reflection on challenging issues faced by the Seminary.
Only eternity will reveal the impact of his service to the students,
spouses and colleagues of the Seminary.
Jan Wrenn began her career as an administrative assistant at Andrews
University. She completed a BSW at Andrews in 1991, and received her
MSW at the University of Michigan in 1992. Jan was recruited to the
Department of Social Work in 1996 and is now a professor of social
work. Jan is quite simply a master teacher and advisor. Students view
her as knowledgeable, creative and caring. She has received both the
Daniel A. Augsburger Excellence in Teaching Award and the Advisor of
the Year Award in recognition of her abilities. Jan’s ongoing scholarship has included book chapters, journal articles and conference
presentations. She is also active at Pioneer Memorial Church, where
she has served as an elder, as well as in many other capacities. Jan has
also volunteered in a number of community agencies.

L–R: Margarita Mattingly, Rebecca May
Not pictured: Richard Davidson, Norma Greenidge, Donald May, Dianne Wilson
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As the current J.N. Andrews professor of Old
Testament interpretation in the Seminary, Richard
Davidson inspires and encourages those who have the privilege of
working with him and benefiting from his wise and selfless leadership.
He maintains a very high level of scholarly productivity while still

teaching and traveling all over the world, and his publications have
been of great assistance to the church and to the academic world at
large. Known as an outstanding Adventist scholar, writer, teacher and
pastor, Dick’s creativity and treatment of the biblical text speaks volumes to those around him about his reverence of God and unreserved
acceptance of His Word. He has been described as selfless, caring and
supportive of his students, and a wonderful leader and colleague.
Always ready to take on new challenges, Norma Greenidge became
head of bibliographic services in the James White Library in 2012. She
has earned three degrees from Andrews University: BS, MS and PhD.
Her colleagues speak of her mentoring ability, intelligence, willingness
to grapple with problems such as cataloging books in multiple languages, and transitioning from typing catalog cards to the world of the
Web. They emphasize her interaction with student workers, opening
her home to students and her grandchildren’s friends, volunteering at
the Howard Performing Arts Center, and singing in the Seminary choir.
Her faithfulness and caring attitude make her a favorite person across
campus and she is known to be “great to work with.”
Margarita Mattingly, professor of physics and chair of the
Department of Physics, is a thinker, an innovator, one who cares
deeply about all aspects of student and colleague well-being, continuously giving generously—of her time, her resources and her heart—to
ensure the best possible outcomes for all. She dedicates herself to
making sure that her students are equipped with both the practical
and emotional support they require to succeed. Her creative use of
limited building space has resulted in study carrels for physics students and in making her department both a social and academic hub.
Students comment that: “She made us and taught us to think outside
the box… She put much effort into helping us learn book material and
other complementary material… She is passionate in seeing students
succeed and in making physics actually inspiring for us.”
During Donald May’s 35 years on the Andrews University campus,
his teaching and administrative path has been varied and effective.
As a teacher, his passion for photography led to the development of
the Andrews photography program. As an administrator (assistant
and then associate dean of the College of Arts & Sciences) he has
been part of ongoing initiatives that have helped transform Andrews.
These included key roles in creating iVue, First Stop, May Express,
international general education tours and exploration of new ideas
and approaches for the general education program. Most recently, he
accepted the responsibility to drive our Explore Andrews program as
assistant provost. Don is always open to gaining a deeper understanding of an issue and he shows personal care for each person with whom
he interacts. He lives the University mission and creates new opportunities that breathe new life into that mission.
When Rebecca (Haug) May first stepped onto the Andrews University
campus four decades ago, she did what thousands of students before—
and after—her have done: she joined the community that makes
up Andrews University. She also found a profound and permanent
way to become a part of that community—she met Donald May here,
got married and they both got their first jobs at Andrews University.
Rebecca’s passionate involvement for the past 35 years has been exhibited in countless ways. President Andreasen notes that, “Andrews is

something of a love affair for Rebecca, as though the University were a
member of her own family... She loves Andrews University, snow and
all, and she plans parties and celebrations for all of us as her family.”
Another colleague wrote, “Becky has devoted her entire career to
Andrews, which makes her institutional wisdom invaluable.”
For most of her 35 years at Andrews University, Dianne Wilson has
served as an important partner in Dining Services. She has seen and
positively impacted vast changes during that time. Through it all, she
has continued to put the Lord first in every aspect of her life. Dedicated
to excellence and diligent in every task, Dianne remains focused
on the success of Dining Services and the wellbeing of Andrews
University. She can be counted on to offer sound advice and counsel
in every situation. Those who work beside her describe her as helpful,
vital, professional, thorough, respectful and dependable. She has
earned the respect of her peers, both supervisor and subordinate, with
her consistent approach to her duties and her patient handling of the
challenges she has faced.

L–R: Ron Neumann, Bonnie Beres
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Bonnie Beres, administrative assistant for the
Department of Christian Ministry, has a wonderful
gift of remembering the faces and names of students even as they
physically change with the passing of time. She has assisted in
manuscript typing for many of George Knight’s books and her English
major background and editorial skills have been a blessing to dozens
of PhD students as they worked on their doctoral dissertations. One
of her bosses, Peter Swanson, noted, “Bonnie’s ability to read almost
illegible writing, and to put all the commas in the right place when
she does copyediting, is legendary.” She was also recognized for her
cheerfulness, great sense of humor and connection with students.
Ron Neumann began working for the Computing Center in 1974, and
soon became supervisor of Operations. He trained and supervised
data entry staff (using keypunch machines in those days) and student
employees who worked 24 hours a day, six days a week. Ron did
payroll every two weeks for over 30 years, only missing one payroll
run when he took a trip to Europe! When most paper forms went
electronic, Ron took up new responsibilities: supporting users of the
phone system and running hundreds of miles of wire for telephones,
computer networking, security equipment, and audiovisual projects.
WINTER 2015
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Ron is a caring, generous person, a quality that manifests itself in
every aspect of his life and has endeared him to his coworkers.

L–R: James Hayward, Andrew von Maur, Carla Trynchuk
Not pictured: Wagner Kuhn

SIEGFRIED H. HORN EXCELLENCE IN

RESEARCH & CREATIVE SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
This award was established in 2011 to honor Siegfried Horn’s legacy
of scholarship and contribution to the field of biblical archaeology at
Andrews University, and his impact upon the world church and the wider
community of scholars. The award was established to recognize the lifetime scholarship achievement of Andrews University faculty members.
Nominated from each of four categories by the chair of the Scholarly
Research Council, and selected by the membership of this council,
recipients must be associate or full professors, and full-time employees
for a minimum of five years.
Arts, Humanities and Education: Carla Trynchuk, professor of music
and string area coordinator, is a graduate from The Juilliard School of
Music. Since 1985, her career features an uninterrupted record of performances as a soloist with orchestras, and solo and chamber music
recitals, in the U.S., Canada, Europe and Asia. She has a vast repertoire
of major violin concertos by composers from the Baroque, Classical,
Romantic and 20th-century eras, including a number of American contemporary composers. Her accomplishments also include recordings,
one of which features premiere performances of 20th-century music.
Carla is also a sought-after guest artist/scholar for master classes,
sharing her artistic, performance and teaching insights all around the
world. She is often asked to adjudicate at regional and national string
competitions while her own students have won many awards and
accomplishments. She regularly participates in community outreach
programs, as guest artist in demonstration recitals at Southwestern
Michigan Public Schools.
Pure and Applied Sciences: Jim Hayward is a scholar in every sense
of the word. He has published one book, edited one book, contributed a chapter to a book, published over 45 refereed journal articles,
published additionally more than 35 articles in general professional
journals, close to 40 published abstracts and he has presented nearly
30 scholarly talks and 17 posters. He is a sought-after referee and has
been awarded around a million dollars in research grants. Jim engages
students in the scholarly endeavor all the way through to publication.
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Eleven of 16 peer-reviewed papers published between 2010 and 2014
included at least one current or former Andrews biology student as
author. Additionally, Jim has advised well over 50 graduate and undergraduate student theses. This has richly benefited many students, with
two recent graduates pursuing PhD studies in well-regarded programs
to a large extent because of the experience acquired working with Jim
and his team.
Professional Programs: Andrew von Maur brings scholarship, professionalism and excellence to all of his endeavors. In addition to his
regular teaching load, he directs the architecture program’s European
Study tour. As a freelance professional, Andrew has extensive charrette
experience as a lead designer of traditional urban places. He brings
this wide professional and scholarly experience into the classroom
and studio with dynamic results, producing a book every year with
his Urban Design Studio students. This work has won an American
Institute of Architecture award and multiple Charter Awards from
the Congress for the New Urbanism. Andrew is a sought-after guest
speaker, architectural critic and urban design consultant. The professional recognition Andrew has received is well deserved, however, it
is his commitment and passion to teach his students to connect their
faith to their professional life (a principle that he lives out in his own
professional life) that makes him an outstanding professor.
Religion and Theology: In the last three and a half years, Wagner
Kuhn has amassed an exceptional research record. He has written two
books; edited two additional books; translated the missionary training
manual, “Passport to Mission,” into Portuguese; written six chapters
for peer reviewed books; and had five articles accepted in four different
peer reviewed journals. His articles and books have been published in
both English and Portuguese. Due to his passion for research and writing, Wagner encourages his students to engage in quality research and
writing. In the last five years he has presented 12 scholarly papers, and
presented 53 workshops and training sessions in 21 countries. He has
done extensive training in the Gulf region, training tentmaker missionaries in Kuwait, Turkey, Mongolia, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman,
Egypt, Thailand, Mexico, Argentina and Kyrgyzstan.

Front L–R: Janet Ledesma, Harvey Burnett, Henrietta Hanna
Back L–R: Stanley Patterson, Douglas Jones, Ryan Hayes
Not pictured: Paul Kim

DANIEL A. AUGSBURGER EXCELLENCE
IN TEACHING AWARD

Seven faculty members received the Daniel A. Augsburger Excellence in
Teaching Award. This award recognizes faculty whose teaching reflects
the high standards of excellence modeled by Dr. Augsburger in his 60
years of teaching at Andrews University. Augsburger’s leadership, academic rigor, breadth of knowledge, teacher-scholar role, along with care
and concern for students, exemplify the best of faculty endeavors. Faculty
from each school nominate and choose their individual candidates.
Harvey Burnett, assistant professor of psychology, had extensive
experience as a clinician in the Counseling & Testing Center prior to
joining the Department of Behavioral Sciences in 2010. His competent,
quiet, consistent manner has played a significant role in the growth of
the department. Harvey initiated a significant scholarly career in studies of the impact of trauma. All of his combined experience gives him
an amazing street credibility that has resulted in outstanding teaching.
His students consistently give him high evaluations for his ability to
make his teaching particularly effective in touching real life. He is a
much respected student research mentor with his students regularly
presenting research at major conferences and winning emerging scholar
awards. His students also recognize his outstanding ability to integrate
faith and learning in the classroom. Harvey is also active in the community, serving as the chair of the Buchanan School Board, chaplain to the
Buchanan police force, and in conflict management training.
Henrietta Hanna, assistant professor of nursing, exemplifies the
best a nursing teacher can be. She has distinguished herself as an
extraordinary educator who has raised the standard and quality level
of teaching in the classroom and at clinical sites. In addition to her
great classroom teaching, she has guided students in completing their
research projects and helped them present at the regional Nursing
Honors Society Scholarship meetings. She has solidified her art and
science of teaching by becoming a certified nurse educator via the National League for Nursing, which has provided prestige to the faculty of
the nursing department. As chair of Nursing’s Curriculum committee,
she influences the teaching of all faculty members in the Department
of Nursing. What characterizes Henrietta most is her spirit of humility
and commitment to the success of students.
Ryan Hayes, associate professor of chemistry, is an excellent chemist;
an even more excellent communicator; a friend to students; passionate
to make chemistry accessible to everyday folks; and a man of spiritual
commitment. Ryan assists with the operation of the department’s
nanotechnology business, which provides a small income as well as
learning opportunities for students. He consistently mentors several
undergraduate researchers with what little spare time he has left. He
is nice, easygoing and pleasant to work with—and combines those
worthy attributes with intellectual talent and creativity. Students talk
about his upbeat and positive energy, his well-organized lectures, his
care to make sure that students understand the content before proceeding. They talk of his clear love for chemistry, but that there is one
thing he loves more—God—and he constantly finds a way to relate the
subject of the day to a profound Bible lesson.
Douglas Jones, professor of English, stepped into his very first English
classroom at Laurelwood Academy. His 43-year career also includes six
years at Portland Adventist Academy and more than three decades at
Andrews University. Doug Jones’s teaching has been characterized by

his openness to his students, his serious commitment to and love for
the study of literature and language, and his refusal to take himself
too seriously. He has carried his passion for learning to educating and
observing student teachers, supporting elementary and secondary language arts teachers, supporting the local library book club, tutoring elementary students in local school systems, and teaching travel writing
and watercolor painting in Tanzania. Doug has mentored a number of
undergraduate and graduate students as well as secondary colleagues
by including them in his professional presentations. Doug’s teaching
through scholarship and the professionalization of his students has at
its core his dedication to creating lifelong readers.
Paul Kim, associate professor of documentary film, is an avid believer
that story is the pivotal force at work behind identity formation, and
his narratives and imagery work to foster cross-cultural and transnational understanding. As a media producer and documentary filmmaker, Paul has filmed across six continents on projects that explore
issues in human rights and the intersection of faith and social justice.
Most recently he was the senior producer of AMP Studios in California
as well as the executive director of the Sonscreen Film Festival, a community of faith-based artists and writers. He is using this great array of
experience to put together an unprecedented undergraduate documentary film program that combines the best of the fine arts and photography traditions with the emerging documentary film movement. This
new and growing program is causing considerable excitement and
enthusiasm among our students as they learn the art of storytelling
through film.
Among her colleagues, Janet Ledesma, associate professor of leadership, is noted for four distinctive contributions to excellence in teaching: (1) her online teaching, (2) her spiritual influence and mentoring
of candidates in the Educational Leadership program, (3) her strong
leadership in guiding the program to receive three accreditations (state
and national), and (4) her desire to serve others. One of her students
noted, “She gives consistent feedback throughout the week to her
online candidates. She maintains a positive spirit of encouragement
and support for those around her.” Academically, Janet has authored
articles on Adventist principalship and presented her PhD research on
Adventist principals at numerous conferences, both locally and nationally. She has organized more than 25 monthly principal webinars
for Adventist school leaders across the North American Division in the
last two years.
Stanley Patterson, professor and chair of the Department of Christian
Ministry, has earned the respect of his students and colleagues as
an accomplished educator and scholar. Students describe him as an
“excellent, passionate teacher” and “knowledgeable, with firsthand
experience.” As department chair he effectively demonstrates the principles of Christian leadership that he teaches in the classroom. The
Seminary community recognizes him as an authority in the discipline
of leadership within Adventism. His passion for well-informed and
professionally proficient ministers within the Seventh-day Adventist
Church is demonstrated by his enthusiastic involvement in the many
pastoral in-service training events that he conducts in North America
and abroad. Stan has a rich research and publication record and has
earned the respect of his peers for his careful scholarship and his
breadth of understanding of critical issues within ministry.
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David Iwasa

FAITH DEVELOPMENT
LEADERSHIP AWARD
This award is given to any employee, faculty or staff, who has made a significant contribution to the spiritual life of campus. Names are considered
and voted by the Faith Development Committee. Instituted in 2005.
David Iwasa is currently the residence hall director/dean for University Towers. His burden for the spiritual development of young people
is tremendous. His deep care for students is evident in his actions and
in the choices he makes. His life portrays a clear portrait of God as his
guide. He is an exemplary leader, mentor and friend. One example of
the way he allows his life to be the hands and feet of God is seen in
his gift of hospitality. He graciously opens his home on weekends and
holidays to provide food and a family atmosphere to students in need.
One student says, “Through his giving spirit and selfless actions he
continually reminds what it means to live a life for Christ, working for
the benefit of others.”

L–R: Fares Magesa, Beverly Peck Not pictured: Erno Gyeresi

Beverly Peck, administrative assistant for the Department of Behavioral Sciences, is one of the most organized, productive and hardworking
people you could ever meet. She is a major reason the department
has experienced significant growth over the past decade. Bev not only
keeps students involved and up-to-date, she can pinch hit for most
faculty members and advisors when things get very busy. She makes
sure that all queries about a major are followed up and that the faculty
connects with student interests. She solves numerous system problems
for students; she can fix almost anything. She is also a reliable spiritual
guide for our students and creates a warm nurturing student environment with her kind personality, popcorn, herbal tea and hot chocolate.
She represents the best of Andrews and our church in all that she does
at the University and also in the community through her work with
God’s Abundant Pantry, which provides food assistance for international students.
From his first day on the job, Fares Magesa, has been an asset to the
Office of Student Financial Services: providing dedicated counseling at
financial aid events at both Adventist and public high schools, serving
as sponsor for the Filipino Club, board member for Andrews Academy,
helping at the front desk when lines are growing long, and even volunteering for graduation services. Fares is heavily involved in his home
church (Fil-Am Seventh-day Adventist) where he is an elder, Pathfinder leader, hospitality coordinator and a ready volunteer wherever the
need arises. He is highly respected by students and colleagues alike,
has a calm demeanor, is extremely kind and is always willing to go the
extra mile in assisting others.
For more than 13 years, Erno Gyeresi was the quiet but irresistible
force behind the professionalization and expansion of the business operations of Andrews University Press. He came to Andrews in 1998 to
work on a PhD in theology from his native Romania, where he served
as a pastor and conference secretary-treasurer. Erno introduced the
Press to the digital age and began releasing their books in electronic
form. His knowledge of biblical languages and theology, and his ability
to resolve questions or spot problems in those areas was invaluable in
helping the Press produce products of which the University and the
church can be proud. His incalculable contribution as managing editor
of the Andrews Study Bible will stand as his hallmark professional
legacy. Ron Knott, director of Andrews University Press, said, “Erno
Gyeresi was a man of God. Like the man for whom this institution is
named, Erno’s heart and soul and mind were invested in this Advent
movement.”
Editor’s note: Erno Gyeresi died on January 31, 2015, after a long battle
with cancer. His wife, Ildiko, an accountant for the Office of Financial
Records, accepted the award on his behalf. A special advance presentation to Erno took place on Thursday, Jan. 22, in the Seminary Chapel.

EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE AWARD
Recipients of this award are hourly or salaried full- or part-time staff
who have served for at least three consecutive years, and have not
previously received the award. The award is given “in recognition of
outstanding service to the University, the church, and the community,
and for demonstrating, by precept and example, a Christ-centered life.”
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Visit andrews.edu/news to listen to
audio files of the recorded tributes.

5 YEARS-OF-SERVICE
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Front row, L–R: Qaisar Ayaz, Lynn Merklin, Mary Ngugi, Gisele Kuhn,
Stacey Nicely, Wendy Halder, John Rorabeck
Back row, L–R: David Randall, Desrene Vernon, Diane Myers, Douglas
Taylor, Paul Petersen, Benjamin Regoso, Barbara Read, Andriy
Kharkovyy, Ryan Hayes, Trina Thompson
Not pictured: Delbee Dalton, Caryl-Lynn Ferguson, David Ferguson,
Frank Lei-Sam, Glenda Patterson, James Price, Philip Roberts, David
Sedlacek, Tiffany Siebold, Gregory Stearman, Desrene Vernon, Kenneth
Wilkins, Hyveth Williams

10 YEARS-OF-SERVICE
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Front row, L–R: Juliette Horton, Averil Kurtz, Luz Ruiz-Tenorio, Beverly
Brown, Kelly Youngberg, Stephanie Vilela, Cynthia Caballero, Cynthia
Birney, Sylvia Budd, Deborah Weithers, Aimee Vitangcol Regoso
Back row, L–R: Verlyn Benson, Nicholas Miller, Nancy Agnetta,
Henrietta Hanna, Martin Hanna, Wagner Kuhn, Karl Bailey, Paul Elder,
Ronald Dettmann, Claudio Gonzalez
Not pictured: Jameson Bangkuai, Paul Gregor, David Jardine, William
Keith, Ada Mendez, Trish Moore, Yun Myung Oh, Gisela Schmidt, Roy
Villafane, Jody Villwock

15 YEARS-OF-SERVICE
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Front row, L–R: Beverly Peck, Paula Dronen, L Monique Pittman, Wanda
Swenson
Back row, L–R: Brent Geraty, Kevin Wiley, Robert Benjamin, Martin
Bradfield, James Jeffery, Ben Maguad
Not pictured: Vern Byrd, Karl Hubin, Barbara Martz, Greggory Morrow,
Gina Pellegrini, David Sherman, Ranko Stefanovic, Sharyl Turon

20 YEARS-OF-SERVICE
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Front row, L–R: Emma Tenorio, Roy Gane, Sara Bermeo
Back row, L–R: Llewellyn Seibold, Desmond Murray, Erich Baumgartner,
Jerry Moon, David Village, William Greenley, Thomas Goodwin
Not pictured: Demetra Andreasen, Niels-Erik Andreasen, Kathleen
Berglund, Daniel Hamstra, Lucia Kijai, Elizabeth Oakley, Lilijana Vajdic
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